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I was fortunate to attend the FIG Congress in Warsaw earlier in September to both 
represent SSSI and support and lobby other member association Prof Abbas Rajabifard’s 
nomination as FIG President. The congress in comparison to previous years FIG events was 
relatively small – with only approximately 850 delegates. However, given the disruption 
over the last several years due to COVID and the security concerns in neighbouring Ukraine 
the numbers are not unexpected. 

Whilst small in numbers the event itself had a great feel with many delegates not having 
had the opportunity over the last several years to come together in person and certainly 
there was plenty to discuss and share between delegates and associations. 

My overwhelming view is that FIG is like many volunteer NFP associations is struggling to 
maintain its value and meaning to its members with the rise and increased value of 
organisations such as the UNGGIM placing pressure on FIG to provide more. My personal 
view is that FIG would benefit from a similar reflective process to what SSSI has undertaken. 
It needs to redefine its purpose with a renewed vision and set of objectives that reflect 
current and future member and broader global geospatial community needs rather than 
those of the past. Whilst I was encouraged by the work of the Young Surveyors network and 
the FIG in working with developing countries theses initiatives need to be further enhanced 
and should sit more central in the FIG strategy which would appear be more of a traditional 
approach. Certainly time will be the judge of how the new president Diane will deal with the 
challenges FIG and the opportunities that result. 

Key highlights from the Congress included: 

 Strong representation from ANZ with Rohan Bennet and Ryan Keenan receiving 
confirmation by the General Assembly for Commission Chairs 2023-26 maintaining 
our (ANZ) strong involvement and engagement with FIG 

 Whilst Prof Abbas was not successful in his bid for President, he received strong 
support for his vison particularly the need to enhance FIGS relevance and impact. 
Themes and objectives I hope the incoming President considers as she starts to 
develop her strategy for the next four years. 

 Warsaw is a great City, the Polish people are very welcoming and so positive about 
the future 

 Had the opportunity at closing GA to give a short presentation on Working Week for 
Brisbane in 2025 – which from all I spoke to where excited about coming to Australia 



45th FIG General Assembly 

As per normal the General Assembly (GA) was convened over two days, 11th and 15th 
September 2021.  At the first GA approximately 60 of 103 member associations were 
present, however there were a number online representing their associations. 

Briefly, FIG is administered by the GA. Delegates of the member associations, and non-
voting members such as representatives of affiliates, corporate members and academic 
members meet at the GA to debate and approve policies. The GA admits and expels 
members of FIG, elects the FIG Council, which consists of the President of FIG and four Vice 
Presidents. Commission Chairs are endorsed by the GA, and if there is more than one 
nominee an election is held.  The GA is also an opportunity for member associations to 
engage and attend to matters relating to Commissions, Networks, and Task Forces; and to 
consider and discuss the next Working Weeks and Congresses. 

This years GA was dominated by the election of the new FIG president and Vice-presidents 
and for the first time since 2010 Australia had a presidential nominee supported by SSSI – 
Professor Abbas Rajabifard. Also for the first time the GA moved away from its traditional 
manual voting on the final day of the congress to a fully digital process which was 
administered over 2 days for both the president and vice-president voting – details can be 
found here (https://www.fig.net/news/news_2022/09_general_assembly_results.asp). 

Unfortunately whilst Abbas with the support of SSSI ran a great campaign with a real vison 
for the future of FIG, the GA and the member associates have the final voting responsibility 
and Diane who has a long association with FIG for many year having served as Vice-
president for the last four years had a strong alliance with a number of MA, including a large 
number of the African and Western European delegates which in the end made the 
difference in the voting percentages and the final result. In summary the voting outcomes 
were: 

President (2023-2026) 

Diane Dumashie (RICS -UK) 

 

 

Vice Presidents (2023-2026) 

Daniel Steudler (Geosuisse – Switzerland): 



 

Winnie Shu (NPS – USA) 

 

Additionally, anew Commission Chairs for the period 2023-2026 were also confirmed, they 
include: 

 

 

Note for general information about the Commissions navigate to -  

http://www.fig.net/organisation/comm/index.asp   

FIG Congress 

The 27th FIG Congress was held in Warsaw, Poland. The theme of the congress was 
“Volunteering for the future - Geospatial excellence for a better living with the sub 
themes Surveyor 4.0, The surveying profession in and after covid times, Open access to data, and 
Surveying competence for other disciplines.” 

The Congress itself ran for 3 days between 12 September through to Wednesday 14 September with 
a range of Keynote and technical sessions including 6 pre-congress workshops – refer to 
(https://fig.net/resources/proceedings/fig_proceedings/fig2022/techprog.htm). 

To support this theme the technical program consisted of four plenary sessions with emphasis on the 
following themes: 

 Geospatial Excellence for a Better Living 



 Urban Rural Partnership 
 Land Governance in support of the 2030 Global Agenda 
 The Generational Landscape of Our Profession: Looking to the Future 
 Mapping the Plastic 
 Technology and Visualisation for the Future 

The Congress attracted a total of 849 (60 studnets _ 40 YPS) delegates with another 180 attending 
online (Keynotes only), there were also over 120 sessions over the four days with over 200 papers 
apers presented on a variety of surveying and spatial disciplines. This compromised of –   

• 55 technical sessions  

• Commission meetings and forums  

• 11 sessions with the partners World Bank, UN-Habitat/GLTN and FAO,  

• Workshops – Reference Frames in practice, and BIM  

• Young Surveyors Conference  

• Sub-events and technical tours  

• 3 FIG Platinum FIG member sessions  

The congress also attracted around 20 exhibitors at the congress. This consisted of regional 
supporters or vendors, and FIG corporate sponsors. 
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